For the finest collection of British, German and Italian kitchens

Welcome
TO

ELEMENTS

elements was founded in 1995 by kitchen designer Michael
Taplin and partner Sarah Dunkason. Based five minutes from
the beautiful River Thames in central Reading, our Design
Studio showcases the finest collection of British, German and
Italian kitchens in the South East. Building the business
initially from pure recommendation, elements have created
kitchens for thousands of satisfied clients and recently
celebrated 25 years of inspiring kitchen design.
With our tailored design, your kitchen can be as individual as
you are. And when it comes to installation, our skilled inhouse craftsmen will take care of all the particulars –
plumbing, heating, gas, electrical, lighting, small building
works, flooring and decoration. We’ve got it covered. Every
detail of your kitchen is project managed with industry
leading guarantees which makes the whole elements
experience an inspirational one.
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Our
philosophy

Bringing together the key principles of
modern home living and the social aspects of
entertaining and cooking; aesthetics,
ergonomics, luxury and longevity, elements are
dedicated to bringing you the very best in
kitchen design.
From initial inspiration to exploring the

CREATING

BEAUTIFUL

KITCHENS

intricate possibilities for your project, our
experienced designers are here to help guide
and inspire you every step of the way.
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Why elements?
THERE

ARE

SO

MANY

REASONS

Our complete collection and full design service

TO

CHOOSE

AN

ELEMENTS

KITCHEN

Our team of trade, craft & care professionals

For the finest collection of British, German and

elements offer a complete, turnkey kitchen

Italian kitchens visit our inspirational Design

design and installation service. We can also work

Studio - a destination for kitchens.

flexibly with your build requirements.

With our bespoke service, your kitchen can be

The elements team includes in-house project

completely tailored to your requirements.

managers, specialist trades and craftsmen who
look after all the particulars of your project.

Our products have been carefully selected to
stand the test of time and to create the perfect

Many of our projects involve extensive building

finish for your new kitchen. We can also help

works which is why our team is comprised of

with building works, fitted interiors, flooring

experienced, industry-registered professionals.

and decoration.
elements are the only kitchen company to give
Our designers have been nationally recognised

you a 3 year guarantee on your complete kitchen.

for their work. With our comprehensive design

This includes your kitchen furniture, worktop,

service you can be assured that we will work

appliances, sinks, taps, flooring and installation.

closely with you to achieve the desired outcome
for your project.

Our dedicated customer service team are always
on hand should you require anything during the

Our installations are backed by the KBSA - the

lifetime of your kitchen.

largest nationwide Home Specialist insurance
scheme for independent retailers.
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Our kitchen
collection

From contemporary styling to classic elegance,
our kitchen collection contains the finest in British,
German and Italian branded kitchens and bespoke
design.
All elements kitchens can be tailored in our
workshop to your requirements and our designers
will work with you to achieve the best possible

FOR

THE

BRITISH,

FINEST

COLLECTION

GERMAN

AND

OF

result for your budget.

ITALIAN

We have selected a few of the most popular ranges

KITCHENS

in our collection in the following pages. If you
would like to see the collection in full, please get in
touch and we will send you brochures.
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These beautiful English kitchens feature a
choice of classic and contemporary styles and that
are tailored just for you.
Second Nature’s exceptional collection of kitchen
styles, curved features, worksurfaces and storage
solutions are designed to make your life run
smoothly.
Whether you are looking for urban chic or country
classic, we guarantee you will find a kitchen design
to suit you.
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A selection of the beautiful classic ranges available in our Second Nature collection.
To see more of the collection visit elementskitchens.co.uk
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Our Second Nature collection also contains
contemporary furniture options with flexible
components to create a truly outstanding kitchen.
From bijou spaces to large open plan living, a
Second Nature kitchen can cater to any
requirements.
Choose Paint-To-Order colour options for an
individual look or team different doors and
textures together for a showstopping kitchen.
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A selection of the beautiful contemporary ranges available in our Second Nature collection.
To see more of the collection visit elementskitchens.co.uk
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Designed in Britain, this beautiful collection of
painted kitchen furniture introduces a classic
aesthetic while meeting the demands of twentyfirst-century living. That’s why 1909 adapts flexibly
to any style of home.
1909 kitchens are graceful, but also extremely
practical and built to the highest specification.
Your many options, combined with our specialist
retailer skill, make it possible to create a bespoke
kitchen at an affordable price.
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1909

A selection of the beautiful furniture ranges available in our 1909 collection.
To see more of the collection visit elementskitchens.co.uk
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German state-of-the-art technique combines
with traditional know-how to create an exceptional
kitchen range.
Superior design, quality and functionality are the
hallmarks of a Rotpunt kitchen. With generations
of design knowledge and technical expertise at
their fingertips, these kitchens are engineered to
meet the highest standards.
In addition, Rotpunkt has achieved environmental
credibility with the creation of its PEFC certified
BioBoard door, designed to meet the demands of a
sustainable future.
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A selection of the beautiful contemporary ranges available in our Rotpunkt collection.
To see more of the collection visit elementskitchens.co.uk
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An Italian sense of beauty meets skilled design
in Scavolini’s breath-taking collection of finely
crafted kitchens.
With over 50 years experience of responding to
changing tastes and lifestyles, Scavolini’s beautiful
kitchen collection combines contemporary and
traditional designs with meticulous, technical
solutions and Italian design flare.
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Scavolini

A selection of the beautiful contemporary ranges available in our Scavolini collection.
To see more of the collection visit elementskitchens.co.uk
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Fashion house Diesel’s Italian design flare
blends seamlessly with Scavolini’s technical knowhow to create a new concept in contemporary
kitchens.
Diesel have collaborated with Italian kitchen design
masters Scavolini to create two concept kitchens –
Diesel Social Kitchen and Diesel Open Workshop –
which blend vintage spirit with contemporary style.
With a wide selection of compositional features
that can merge to generate unique rooms, a Diesel
kitchen gives you the freedom to match your
personal style with your living space.
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A selection of the beautiful contemporary ranges available in our Diesel collection.
To see more of the collection visit elementskitchens.co.uk
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Make every detail unique with pure British
craftsmanship.
With an elements bespoke kitchen, you can create
something truly individual.
Our experienced designers and in-house craftsmen
are passionate about their work and delight in
making the finest contemporary and traditional
handcrafted kitchens, all to your specification.
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Carefully crafting
exceptional
kitchens

Since opening a workshop to custom-make
special items during our early years, we have
expanded into a fully-fledged production facility
with a team of specialist craftsmen.
Along with in-house production of Corian
worksurfaces and bespoke carpentry for our
kitchens, our workshop team care for your entire

OUR

WORKSHOP

kitchen before it is delivered to you.
Your kitchen is set out in the workshop where we
fit all internal mechanisms and special items which
are then quality controlled before arriving at your
home. This ensures that your kitchen reaches you
in perfect condition and minimises any disruption,
mess or noise whilst your kitchen is installed.
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Real customer kitchens

A selection of our beautiful, award-winning, Real Customer kitchens.
To see more Real Kitchen case studies visit elementskitchens.co.uk
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The elements design service
CREATING

KITCHENS

YOU

LOVE

TO

COME

HOME

TO

Our designers are also available via phone, email and video call to discuss and design your project!

1. Gathering inspiration

3. Design Consultation

With so many choices to make in a kitchen project,

When you’re ready to start designing your kitchen

our designers suggest you take your time getting to

in detail, we'll take you through our full design

know what products, styles, colours and textures

consultation. Our designers will ask lots of

are right for you. Now is the time to explore the

questions to understand your project requirements

possibilities, discuss ideas and get your questions

in detail. We delight in learning what makes you

answered. Our designers can help guide you, laying

tick and will work with you to create a clear vision

the groundwork before embarking on a full new

of your ideal new kitchen.

kitchen design.
4. Presentation
2. Complimentary Project Guide

Your designer will arrange a date for a

We'll use your kitchen plans or measurements to

presentation of your new kitchen design. They

create your free project guide which kickstarts

will take you through every aspect of the project,

your new kitchen journey. Our guide separates out

presenting your beautiful new kitchen using 3D

the different project components and reveals the

visuals, and providing line-drawn plans, elevations

cost comparison between products, giving you a

and an itemised quote.

clear understanding of how to make the most of
your budget.
ELEMENTS
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Why speak with a designer now?
OUR

DESIGN

SERVICE

IS

NOW

AVAILABLE

ONLINE!

Project managing your complete kitchen project

Virtual kitchen design service

✔ We can help with kitchen projects that involve

We are offering virtual appointments if you are

planning permission and building works,

unable to visit our Design Studio at the present

reconfiguring the footprint of your home or simple

time.

kitchen space refurbishment.
Available via phone, email and video calls, our team
✔ Get all your questions about RSJ’s and building

can discuss your kitchen design options and

regulations answered, along with queries about

answer your questions.

other internal build works such as plumbing,
electrics, underfloor heating, flooring, decoration

We can take you through our full design service in

and fitted furniture.

the comfort of your own home, making sure your
project doesn't fall behind.

✔ With our knowledge of interior design we can
help plan your space so that it works perfectly for

With lots of choices to make, speaking with a

you and your family for years to come. From clever

designer now is a great way to create the best and

appliances that work discreetly in open plan spaces

most cost-effective outcome for your home

to beautiful decorative finishes, our team are happy

renovations.

to share their knowledge with you!
ELEMENTS
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Things to think about
BEFORE

YOUR

DESIGN

CONSULTATION,

CONSIDER...

The overall look of the kitchen you are hoping to achieve – we always love to see the ideas you
like, so feel free to bring in magazines or show us images you’ve found online.
How would you like to use your kitchen?
Is it purely for cooking purposes, as a family room, work space or for entertaining as well?
What appliances and accessories would you like to see in your kitchen?
It’s always a good idea to have a budget in mind – this way our designers can make sure they
know how to make the most of it.

"Really pleased with our new kitchen, it's turned out just as we planned! Big thanks to Michael and
the team including the fantastic design by Sara. Every request was catered for and the attention to
detail was amazing. Would highly recommend."
~ Samantha Hood, January 2020

ELEMENTS
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Kitchens with building works
EXPLORING

THE
FOR

PLANNING,
HOME

DESIGN

EXTENSION

AND

BUILD

PROCESS

PROJECTS

Join us for a free Design Seminar!
This session of free talks explore the planning, design and build process for home extension
kitchen projects that involve planning permission and building works.
Michael Taplin, our Managing Director, along with our kitchen design and build team are joined
by international interior designer Elizabeth Cleall for this informative expert discussion.
The team share their knowledge and experience working with complex kitchen projects and
offer their insights into what makes for a smooth and cost-effective process.
Click here for more information and to book your free place.
"I found the session really useful and definitely has given me lots to think about. I am looking forward
to coming back in to talk with Sara about our design!"
~ Ms Geary, October 2019

ELEMENTS
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Live cookery events
LEARN

HOW

POTENTIAL

TO

WITH

USE

YOUR

OUR

LIVE

NEW

APPLIANCES

COOKERY

TO

THEIR

MAXIMUM

DEMONSTRATIONS

Our cookery events give you the opportunity to try before you buy from a wide range of
appliances. If you have a question then no problem, you’ve come to the right place.
During our free demonstration, you’ll spend time with an expert home economist from the
manufacturer as they rustle up delicious seasonal recipes and they'll teach you how to recreate
the dishes at home using your chosen appliance's innovative features and functions.
As well as trying out new textures and flavours, you’ll get to meet like-minded cooks. All you
need to bring along is your love of fresh food and passion for getting creative in the kitchen.
Click here for more information and to book your free place.
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The elements service
SUPPLY,

INSTALLATION

AND

COMPLETE

PROJECT

MANAGEMENT

We can be as flexible as you need us to be when it comes to the supply and installation of your kitchen.
And with our after sales service, you can be safe in the knowledge that you & your kitchen will be in safe
hands for many years to come.

Complete kitchen design and installation

Dedicated customer service team

We pride ourselves on looking after your complete

Our team are always on hand should you have any

project with our fully employed, in-house team.

questions, or need assistance, before, during or

From design through to putting the finishing

after your kitchen installation.

touches on your newly installed kitchen, you can
relax knowing that everything is in hand.

e;3 - our 3 year kitchen guarantee
Elements are the only kitchen company to give you

Project-managing your new kitchen

a 3 year guarantee on absolutely everything. This

When you purchase an elements kitchen, your

includes your kitchen furniture, worktop,

project will be cared for by your dedicated project

appliances, sinks, taps, flooring and installation.

manager. We will carry out a technical site survey
and, if required, will liaise with your builder or any

For additional peace of mind, you can extend your

other trades during installation to ensure there is

e;3 guarantee to an e;5 guarantee with our furniture

minimal disruption to your home.

and appliance guarantee upgrade options.

Flexible options for your project

Individual products offer additional multi-year and

If you would like to source your own trades or

lifetime guarantees - please ask your designer for

products, we can work flexibly with you to ensure

more information.

the best finished result, and can offer supply-only
furniture where required.
ELEMENTS
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Our industry
accreditations
and guarantees

We are registered with UK trade and industry
professional organisations that insure and
guarantee both the work we carry out for you and
the products we sell.
Individual members of our team are registered
with their relevant industries. They continually
recieve training to ensure they are compliant with
the latest requirements in their professions.
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Contact us
QUESTIONS?

READY

TO

START

DESIGNING?

DROP

US

A

LINE!

Elements Kitchens Design Studio

If you have any questions or would like to start

8b Portman Road

designing your new kitchen in full - whatever stage

Reading

you are at - our friendly team are always happy to

Berkshire

help.

RG30 1EA
And if you'd like to join our mailing list to hear
0118 959 9919

about our latest cookery events, get in touch!

design@elementskitchens.co.uk
We're looking forward to hearing from you soon.
elementskitchens.co.uk

Click here to book your free design consultation!
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"We remodelled our house and intend to stay put a long time
and the new kitchen was to be a huge part of it. So we were
very careful about choosing which kitchen company to use.
We chose Elements as we felt that they had really good
options for providing an 'in frame' look and feel without
having to pay the super high-end prices of many more
bespoke kitchen companies, and we very much liked the whole
design and selection process.
We love the new house, and love the new kitchen. Looking
back, without a doubt the easiest and most hassle free part of
the whole experience was definitely dealing with Sara, Sarah,
and Simon, the main fitter from Elements. The quality and
workmanship is outstanding and the end result is stunning. A
great company to have used."
~ Andy Hooper, March 2020

ELEMENTSKITCHENS.CO.UK

For design inspiration, recipe ideas and to see more of our
real customer kitchens, visit us online!

facebook.com/elementsrg

instagram.com/elementskitchens

pinterest.com/elementskitchen

twitter.com/elementskitche1

